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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Compensatory education is one of the Nation's most important efforts to
equalize educational opportunity. The concept stems from the recognition
that children from disadvantaged backgrounds frequently do not enjoy the
same educational benefits as their peers. Many attend schools in districts that
have low overall revenues or high concentrations of -disadvantaged families.
Such circumstances place special strains on the schools and adversely affect
the general development of pupils. Compensatory education is intended to
ease those problems by providing disadvantaged children with additional
services to help them complete their education on more equal terms.

The legislative authority for compensatory education came from Title 1 of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), subtitled "an
Act to strengthen and improve educational quality and educational opportu-
nities:" The most important source of compensatory education funds, Title 1
has channeled billions of Federal dollars to States and school districts for
compensatory programs.

Congress had three purposes in mind when it enacted Title 1. First, it
sought to provide additional financial assistance to school districts serving
large numbers of students from low-income families and to the schools with
the greatest number of such students. Second, Congress sought to fund
special services for low-achieving children in schools with low revenue levels.
And third, Congress intended Title I programs to contribute to the cognitive,
social, and emotional development of puticipating students.

Since 1965, the Federal Government has provided between SI billion andS2 billion a year to States and local education agencies for compensatory
education programs. Representing 34% of all Federai expenditures in
elementary and secondary education, Title 1 is the largest Federal education
program for young students. While Title I accounts for only 3% of the total
monies spent nationally on elementary and secondary education, in sonic of
the Nation's poorest school districts it accounts for almost one-third of their
per-pupil expenditures.

The amount of money that a school district receives under. Title 1 depends
on the number of children age. 5 to 17 whose families live under the poverty
line; the number of children receiving Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC); and the number of children in federally supported foster
homes or institutions for neglected or delinquent children. Within the district,
Federal regulations also direct Title I monies to schools in the poorest areas.



In writing the enabling legt ,,, t. Congress chose to give States and school
districts wide latitude in establt . local compensatory education programs.
For example, a I 074 Senate rep -totes that "local officials are charged with
developing local solutions to meet t ten- specific needs.''

The school districts take the initiative in designing local programs and in
identifying which students are to receive special services. Compensatory
education funds are most frequently usL-d for special instruction, but local
communities also may use monies for such auxihary services as food. medical
care, and psychological counseling.

The N I E Study

The impetus for the National Institute of Education INIEl study came
from the Education Amendments of 1074 (Public Law 03-3801, which
directed the Institute to conduct a comprehensive study of compensatory
education programs. including those financed by the States. Congress

requested this 3-year study in order to gather information that would help
them in considering legislation to teauthorize Title I.

In requesting the study, Congress essentially wanted answers to two
questions. First. what have compensatory education programs accomplished
over the last decade? Second, how can compensatory education programs he
improved?

To answer the first question, the NIL study examined whether existing
Title I programs have met the origiitai intentions of Congress.

To determine how compenstftory education might be improved. NIL
researchers investigated the relati'e effectiveness of different State and local
approaches to implementing Titlk! I. They studied the relationships between
improved academic performanqe and such elements of instruction as

individualized learning and class slize. Researchers also considered the possible
effect of other methods of allocoting funds (on the basis of achievement test
scores, for example), and they examined alternative ways of organizing
Federal, State, and local efforts to make compensatory programs work better.

Earlier national evaluations of Title I often focused solely on children's
academic perforMance. More recent selective evaluations tended to isolate .
reading programs, and measure the impact of compensatory education by
gauging the effectiveness of reading instruction. However. Title Es ultimate
success depends upon its aoility to distribute funds and deliver services to its
eligible students. Consequently, Congress has shoWn strong interest in

learning who benefits front Title lqunds and services.
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NO:',: examinatio of Title I was designed to enable Congress to judge
Vrliethe, the proj_aam has net each of three objectives: the allocation of
kinds, the (Mover:: to services, and the development of children.

The overall NIL s'udy consisted of 35 research projects. Those projects
included 4 National Survey of Compensatory Education, special demonstra-
tion projects in 13 school districts. and a nuinher of detailed case studies Of
particular aspects of the Title I program. In accordance with the study's
mandate, NIL submitted an interim report in 1976 and a second report
actually a series of six reports in the fall of 1977. Other reports will he
issued in the fall of 1078.

Title I's Effectiveness in Distributing Money

NIL gathered information on whether Title I funds are actuallydistributed
as Congress intended. The original legislation specified that funds were
intended to help districts provide - services to areas with concentrations of
low-income families. The number of children living in poverty would
determine the amount of mom.y a district received and also the eligibility of a

particular school for funds.

At the same time. Congress decided that funds should he spent only for
children who are clearb, lute achieving. School administrators and teachers
select children at the individual school level on the basis of their eductional
needs. Until Title i resources reach the school, the focus is on family income:
thereafter, it is on student achievement.

NIEls analysis of the distributional effects of the Title I Varmula indicates
that the formula generally meets the purpose intended hy/Congress: Title I
directs funds to areas with concentrations of children from low-income
families. However, the poorest counties and districts often receive less money-
than do richer areas for each of the children count4 for Title I purpOses.
This is because Title I allocations are weighted by 'the average per-pupil
nr,ehditure (ANT) for the Stre, and very poor areas are often found in
low-spending States.

More specifically, NIF found that

Overall, the larger the number of poor children in a district, the larger
its allocation.

Ile The largest proportion of Title 1 money is directed to central cities,
rural areas, .end places with high/ proportions of minority group
children.

The share of Title I funds going .to counties in the South and in the
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Middle Atlantic States is larger than the counties' share of the
school-aged population. In (he South. this is a result of the region's
heavy concentrations of low-income children: in the Middle Atlantic
States, it results both from the numbers of low-income and other
formula-eligible children and from a relatively high level of educational
expenJitures.

Urban and Northeastern counties receive the most money for each
formula-eligiblc child: rural Southern counties, the least. This reflects
the weighting of allocations according to State APPE.

Although Title I fundi1 :g constitutes only K; of all spending on
elementary and secondary education on a national k vol. it may account
for one -third of the funding in the very poorest school districts.

Title land Other Educatic.i Aid

NIE compared the effectiveness of Title I to other Federal and State
education Programs that direct funds to places with the lowest income
populations and the most limited tax bases. NIE sought to determine which
program had the greatest effects on educational spending at the local level.

Title I aid per pupil in the lowest income school districts is 51/:. times as
great as Title I aid per pupil in the highest income districts. This makes Title I
aid more redistributive with respect to income than any other Federal
program of education aid to jurisdictions or than State aid 'overall. Title I also
pr/wides slightly more money to districts with small local tax bases than to
districts able to provide high levels of local spending. and it is thus inure
,equalizing than other Federal aid within States.

Finally. NIE found that Title I is superior to other Federal or State
funding programs in terms of its capacity to increase educational spending at
the local level, rather than being used to replace local expenditures. A higher
proportion of Title I dollars represents net additions to district expenditures
than is the case with other Federal or State education aid.

At the within-district level, Title I is less focused, and the funds are not
concentrated solely on the lowest income schools. There are strong pressures
to increase the numbers of schools being served, and a number of
procedures- -sonic of them statutory and other's embodied in regulations-
have greatly increased school districts' flexibility in identifying schools to
receive Title I services.. Though each 'of the sources of flexibility can be seen
as desirable -in itself, taken together they greatly reduce the 'concentration of
Title I funds/



Alternative Fundint}, Formulas

NIL was asked to consider whether or not Other definitions of poverty
would lead to a better method of allocating resources to .the schools. The
current formula could be revised by raising the level of poverty upwards or by
tying it to average family income. Today, a family of lour is considered poor
when it lives on an income of S5,500. This figure could be adjusted so that
poverty is defined as I 25`..; or 150% of the current index, or as 50% of
median family income.

NIL examined the implications of these and other proposed changes for
Title I funding. It concluded that if Congress raised the poverty level, the
proportion of those now identified as poor in large cities and in the SOU 11
would decline. This. in tern, would mean that these areas would receive less
Title I support.

In 1974. some members of the House of Representatives expressed
considerable interest in using data from achievement test scores to allocate
funds to States, school districts, and schools. NIL studied the feasibility of
this approach and its probable implications. First, it looked at alternative.
ways to collect achievement data and the cost of doing so. Second, NIL tried
to estimate where funds might be distributed if allocations were based on
achievement scores. Third, NIL. conducted several demonstration projects in
which school districts were given waivers front the. usual rules governing the
allocation of funds to schools. These projects allowed NIL to observe what
might happen if districts relied on achievement data in identifying eligible
schools and students.

N IE's research led it to conclude that it is not possible at present to use
achievement data to allocate funds to all State, and districts. However, a new
national testing program, which would produce enough data for achievement
allocations to the States_could be ready in 3 years. Such a program would
cost S7.2 million over a 3-year period. A testing program that could be used
to allocate funds directly to each school district on the basis of the number of
low achieving children- in the district would probably cost as touch as
S53 million over a 3-year period. However. the additional expenditures
required for e ich State to allocate funds to districts on the basis of wiewide
tests would be far less.

NIE..:s analysis indicates that a change to an achievement-based allocation
system would have little effect on the amounts of money received by each of
the four major census regions. However. many States would experience
changes in their funding. Nth: estimates that 23 States would experience
changes of more than 15%in their share of funds.

The data also indicate that certain kinds of school districts, such as/
. /

rr
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districts with large number of minority students, would probably gain under
nt achicvemeni-based allocation iystent. while nonidetiopolitan areas would
plobably lose funds if achievement criteria were substituted for poverty
criteria. Urban and suburban districts ill some areas would be likely to gain
funds. while those in other areas would be likely to lose. On the average,
cities and suburbs would gain. but not significantly.

Demonstration Projects

The "demnstration projects. in which rules governing funds allocation
were waived. involve 13 school districts for the period V/75-78. NIL: was
interested in learning exactly what districts 'night do if they were not
required to allocate funds under the existing Title 1 framework, and
particularly, what would be the effects of any decision to allocate on the
basis of achievement. Districts applying for this study gave numerous reasons
for wanting to waive existing regulations. Many wanted to allocate funds
directly to both schools and students on the basis of educational disadvantage
because they felt that the current formula denied services to some low
achievers. Others wanted to continue serving students no longer eligible for
services under existin:ri rules because desegregation programs had altered
attendance patterns. Still others wished to eliminate the stigma of Title I as a
program for poor or minority students.

Findings from the demonstration- program have led Mb to conclude that
most districts could use achievement scores to allocate funds without facing
any major technical problems. The change to achievement criteria. combined
with more restrictive student eligibility criteria in many schools, enabled
participating districts to select low-achieving children inure directly than they
had previously. During the demonstration, the proportion of poor children in
the Title I population decreased, while the proportion of low-achieving
children increased. The percentage of minority children among Title I pupils
remained :ibout the same.

For the most part. districts receiving waivers served more children,
although they spent less per child. This means an increase in the absolute
numbers of poor and Minority children served as well as in the number of
low-achieving children. The increase in numbers of children served was
substantial for all gri.:ps but most draniatic for the tow-achieving group.

However. in order to serve additional childien, the demonstration districts
slightly reduced. the intensity of services provided for each child. Although
children in these districts spent kess time in compensatory instruction than
they had before, districts did not make fundamental changes in their
approach to compensatory instruction. The nature of Title I servicesthe size
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of the instructional group and the qindifications of the teaching staff was
not altered.

Based on the research findings, it is clear that each district has a model of
the -appropriate- structure of a compensatory programs and resisted
downgrading this model by, for example. substantially increasing group size
or !tiring less expensive staff. In many cases, districts used funds from sources
other than the basic Title I grant in order to maintain the quality of their
program. It is likely that these additional funds would not be available over
an extended period of titre. Therefore, it districts continued to serve
increased numbers of Title I students for a oumber of years. the reduction in
intensity of services would probably be greater than that observed in the
demonstration districts.

Services Provided by Title 1 Funding

Services to Students. Because very little detailed information was available on
the nature of the services being provided with Title I funds. NIE conducted a

large-scale National Survey of CompensatOry Education. The results showed
that 9 out of 10 school districts receive Title I funds. These funds are used
mostly in elementary grades and provide compensatory education services to
20'-:% of the Nation's elementary school students, or 6 million children.
Three-fourths of the funds are used to provide instructional services. Title (-
programs today focus on instruction to a far greater degree than in the early
days of compensatory education. School district personnel have told NIE that
they believe ells strong emphasis on basic skills, which is encouraged by
Federal officials. is appropriate.

Title I regulations are fle;:ible, enough to permit districts to fund
noninstructional se-vices. and some local districts feel the need for compensa-
tory education programs that can provide medical care, counseling, and food.
Most districts use less than of their Title I funds for such services. The
only oninstructional services to receive a growing share of Title I funds are
those activities related to the parent advisory councils (PAC), through which
parents help shape and plan Title I programs.

The NEB; survey demonstrated that Title I provides important services that
represent real additions to the level of educational expenditures in districts
receiving funds. Districts might have used Title I funds to pay for services that
they would have provided even without Titic I. Since they have not done so,
it seems that the requirements imposed by Title I on- the schools' use of funds
have been effective in ersuring that supplementary.. services are really
provided.
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Type; of Service,. In limw Title I adds to the education
Paiwipating iesearchets collected information on class size,
time spent in instruction. teacher quatifications. and the degree to, which
compensatory education instruction is individualized. While NIE's investiga-
tion covered only a limited number of districts, the results were etkaniraging
in all lour of these areas:

Class sizes were averaging 9 students in compensatory reading
and 12 students in mathematics and language arts. In contrast, the
regular classes attended by Tide I students had an average class size of

Comp.nsatmly clucation students spent an average of 51.2 hours per
week in special instruction. -rime ;pent in compensatory reading
instruction averaged 29'; of the total instructional time. For language
arts and matlwinatics, the equivalent figures were 2 27';-,
resp&tively.

Teachers giving .,:mnipensatory instruction to students often had special
training. For example, h7`.; of the professional teachers had graduate
training beyond a bachelor's degree, and b2'; specialized in one subjet.

Many school districts attempted to individualize their instruction.
although few offered instruction that could he considered individual-
ized in all :espects. reacher aides played an important role in Title I
programs and were used to help schools provide more individualized
attention to children. Tore than half the aii.:s employed n.,,itionwidc-
are paid from Title I funds.

Title I prmgrains scent to he designed in ways that i.-an help students
:wine% c mine in school. 'Fide I students usually skint more time in basic skills
instruction than do classinatk:; who :ire not in compensatory program... Also,
they ale taught in smaller groups, often l*y specially trained staff. On the
other hand, the qualitv and intensity of Title I services are mit uniformly high
in the 14.000 school districts receiving compensatory funds. In sonic ilistricts,
compen;attiry education students receive less reading instruction than do
non-Title I students. More ver, in sonic districts, there is link evidence of
clear planning or specific insiructional goals. The absence of such planning
tends to les,en 'ride Is effectiveness in helping children to learn.

Extent of Services. NIE found that even in school districts with well-designed
and carefully managedyrograms, many eligible children remain tinsrved. The
National Survey found that only 66`,:; of the children determined eliginle by
school diOricts receive services. If the Congress does not fund Title I :It its full
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authoriied let el. each distiic:s annual entitlement is reduced according to a

complex familia. Lower appi,ipitations atteLt the number of students served.

Because of this limited tundin.z. most school districts can serve only
children who score far below the 50th percentile in achievement. Students
whose performance is just below average and who might achieve at 'average or
above-average levels it they received special services usually are not included.
Similarly, retaining children in the program after they begin to mike
achievement Lrains is often impossible because there are children with greater
needs awaiting services.

These ptOb lents; are particularly severe in districts with the highest
concentrations of poor children. Although these districts receive larger Title
grants than do more affluent districts. they generally receive less money fur
each pout child because tlies in States with low average expenditures and
lower allocations. These districts can serve only a very limited proportion of
their low-achieving students.

Finally, less titan 1'; of all high school students receive Title I services,
although ilk program was designed for both elementary and secondary
students. Relatively few private school students receive Title I services, and
those students receive considerably less time in instruction than do public
school students.

Effects on Student Achievement. In the past there has been little el clence
that compensatory education programs have had any effect on student
development. However, NlIfs findings demonstrate that compensatory
instruction Call have a considerable effect on learning.

NIL examined the relative effectiveness of different instructional tech-
niques in order to identify promising appwachvs and to estimate the
potential of compensatory education if funds were used weal. The NIL
Instructional Dimensions study IIDS) focused especially On individualized
techniques, the amount of time students spent in instruction, and whether
instruction occurred in the student's regular clasroom or in a ''pullout..
setting. Si, that the results of different approaches could he compared. the
programs selected for study varied considerably in these respects.

The preliminary results of the study showed no dramatic differences
among various instructional methods, although they indicated that 1st graders
did better 1111C11 Iallghl in their own classrooms and confirmed the
importance of time spent itt instruction and on specific learning tusks.
Overall, the r?sults showed that the children made significant achievement
gains. For example, 1st graders in the sample made average gains of
12 months in reading and 11 months in mathematics during the 7-month
period between fall and spring testing, a gain equivalent to a 12- and 15 -point
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rise in their percentile scores. Third graders gained 8 months in reading and
12 in mathematics. a percentile gain of 7 and IS points. These gains are
considerably greater than those found in previous evaluations. which have
tended to 11nd at best a month-per-month gain. IDS results suggest that
compensanhy instruction can meet with siguilicant success.

However. NIL cannot conclude that all compensatory education students
are gaining as much as :hose who participated in the Instructional Dimensions
study. The classi:ooms in that study were not a random sample. bud were
selected for their instructional characteristics. Although the programs were
operating im7 in a cross-section of school districts. they were probably boner
implemented and more stable than average Title I programs.

In general. NIE's findings do not show that Title I instruction is effective
everywhere or that past problems with the quality and stability of
instruction -I services have been solved. But the results do indicate that school
districts can create the conditions necessary to make compensatoryinstrtic-
tiiinal services effective.

Administration of Title I

To understand how Title I is managed by Federal. State. and local
.filministrators. NIL investigated both the administrative and legal framework
of the program. Management of Title I is complex because it involves three
layers of government: Federal. State, ar .1 local. While the Federal Govern-.
ment .exercises leadership in carrying out a program legislated by tb.:
Congress. the principal responsibilities for ensuring that Congressional
intentions are met reside with the States and the districts. NIE researchers
look at how this process was affected by the legid framework of Title I and
by different management practices.

Federal Requirements. Much of the legal framework is concerned with
requirements i:mverning the use of Federal funds at the local level. Program
development requirements are designed to ensure that districts provide
high- quality services to participating students.

NIL: sought to determine if the legal framework 'governing the use of
Title I funds was consistent. necessary, and clear. In general.- it concluded
that:

The legal framework is consistent. The framework includes the statute
passed by the Congress, the regulations prepared by the U.S. Office of
Education (OE), and letters of advice sent by OE to States and school
districts. In general, neither the regulations nor the letters of advice
conflict with the statute or with each other.
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The funds allocation requirements appear necessary if the Congressional
goal of providing special services to educationally disadvantaged
children is to be met. These requirements are designed to restrict the
ways in which school districts may use funds to ensure that the funds
are allocated to schools in the poorest areas and used to supplement,
nat replace, local expenditures. The regulations assist districts in
resisting pressure to use Tide I funds for general education or for tax
relief.

The program development requirements are not necessary in the same
sense, because districts have no incentives to deliver poor services.
However, program development requirements do provide a model for
district planning. They are. also flexible enough to enable school
districts -to develop widely different programs to meet the needs of
educationally disadvantaged children in their community.

The legal frameWork is not, however, as clear as it could be. State and
local officials look to he legal framework for guidance in resolving
technical and administrative difficulties. Since the language of the
framework is not always clear, some confusion exists about the exact
interpretation of specific'requirements. This lack of clarity has serious
consequences, because Title I coordinators who misunderstand the legal
framework are likely either to violate its requirements or to adopt
unduly restrictive policies. For, example, some States and districtS" have
planned their programs more conservatively than the law or the
regulations require in order to avoid being charged with violations
during program audits. In some areas the provision of special services in
the regular classroom is forbidden and students are pulled out of class
for their compensatory instruction, but Title I does not require or
encourage either "pullout" or "in-class" programs.

In general, Federal management appears to be fundamentally sound,
and the efforts of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) to see that regulations are observed are 'appropriate. These
efforts consist of program review visits each year by OE officials to a
few districts and fiscal audits by HEW auditors in a''few others. The
results of these site visits and audits can provide guidance 'even to
districts that are not visited. Tiflis system does not require a massive
Federal enforcement effort, nor does it place heavy burdens on the
States or the districts. Some technical problems do remain; for the most
part, these involve the procedures required to decide whether services
are unambiguously "supplementary."

'Title I administration is probably better now than it ha.L. been at any
time since the program was enacted in 1965. Congressional action in
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.970 and subsequent redrafting of regulations have made the legal
framework far more specific with regard to the use of funds. This has
obviously benefited those children the program is intended to serve.
For example, early evaluations pointed out that children in target
populations were not consistently given special, cr additional, services.
Today, most local officials know they cannot use Title I money as
general aid.

The Role of the States: States must attend to many management details if
they are to ensure that Title I works as the Congress intended. First, the State
Department of Education must approve the applications for Title I assistance
sent by local districts. This process requires that State education administra-
tors carefully review each district's application and ensure that it complies
with the legal framework established by the Federal Government and
Interpreted and augmented by the State. After applications are approved, the
State distributes Title I funds to the school districts. During tile school year,
the State provides the districts with technical assistance in designing a
program, monitors the districts' activities and enforces compliance. Because
State Title I personnel have the authority to take action if guidelines ate
being violated, the States play a key role in making Title I programs work in
local school districts.

In studying how States administer Title I, NIE learned that State practices
vary greatly. The States differ not only in the ways they communicate
information to the districts, but also in the ways they provide technical
assistance and monitor and enforce compliance. The NIE study found two
major reasons for differences.

First, many States are unclear about their exact responsibilities and
authority in several areas, particularly those related to auditir, and penalizing'
districts by withholding money. This reflects the fact that the legal
framework of the program is often unclear and underlines the need for
improvement in this area. Second, State resources available to administer
Title I vary, as do deciiions about the best use of those resources. For
example, while some States use most of their administrative money for staff,
others use substantial amounts to pay for consultants or to cover indirect
costs such as bookkeeping and computer time. NIE research suggests that
States using a smaller portion of their Title I administrative money for staff
were generally less active and less effective in dealing with ;ome of the
difficultid encountered by local-school districts.

State Compensatory Education Programs

The final issue NIE examined was the relationship of Title I compensat'ory
programs to those designed and funded by the States. Almost a third of the
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States have such programs: they provide a significant leei of 'additional
funding for compensatory services.

In general, State programs follow the pattern of Title I, although Some
alternative funding patterns have been developed. These programs target
funds to the same types of pupils and provide the same types of services as

does Title I. When States tried to guarantee that funds were used for
supplementary services rather than for general aid or tax relief, State
programs were found to rely on a system of monitoring and sanctions similar
to Title I. To implement their system, most States also depend on staff
funded from the Title I administrative set-aside.

State programs do not offer a better way of guaranteeing the supple-
mentary services mandated by Title I. While some of the technical features
might be desirable in the Federal program, the State programs do not suggest
models for fundamental changes in Title

Because the Education Amendments of 1974 (Public Law 93-380)
permitted the waiver of comparability requirements for State compensatory
education programs, most States do not perceive serious tensions between
State and Federal requirements. Instead, some State coordinators find Title I
useful as a model and as a source of help in protecting State compensatory
funds from use as general aid.

In general, State programs provide services that complement and augment
Title I programs. Their continued growth is not assured since compensatory
programs must compete with other claims for State and local funds. States
that have established their own compensatory programs generally can call on
greater financial resources than those that have not. Without Federal
legislative action to provide incntives, it is unlikely that many more States
will initiate major compensatory education programs.

Summary

NIE research suggests that Title I has succeeded in providing additional
educational services to 'those students whom the schools usually serve least
well. Moreover, State and local educators told NIE researchers that Title I has
helped reverse a historical pattern of American education and It ncouraged
State and local districts to commit their own resources to previously
neglected poor and disadvantaged students.
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